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Final School Picnic Plans Made
Food Chairman
Reveals Picnic
Lunch Contents

P;F.D AS "MEAL DATE" BY FRATS

For President,
SUMMER SESSION TO Candidates
Vice -President, Will Be
’ Selected From Winners
OFFER FOUR SPECIAL
IN THEATER

Beach Concessions Feature
Half -Price Rate For All

S.J. State Students

nob Schna
committee
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Dragon, Spar.
estro, will play
dance. He will
I continue until
r Zeigler’s swing
ate for the noon
stags admitted
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ved
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force is on
rime!

Conducted in the quad for the
first time, an election for seven
Jim Welch, food chairman o(
council members will be held by
COURSES
’
the associated students today from
the all-school picnic, which will be
18 to 4 o’clock.
held Saturday. June 8, announced
’ Opening June 29, the 1936 sumWith Harold Kibby presiding as
yesterday that the contents of the
mer session will offer four special election judge, a dozen committee lunches for the picnic have been
features.
men will officiate as members of
planned by his committee. Each
. An entire course of study in the board at stated intervals durpractical elements of drama to be ing the day. Their schedule is inlunch, setting for fifteen cents, will
known as the "School of the cluded on page 4.
contain sandwiches, salad, fruits,
Theater" will be conducted by
soda pop, candy, and ice cream.
SEMI-FINALS
members of the Speech departAssisting Welch on the fool
Following the election today,
ment. Several major productions those elected to membership in
committee are Jack Marsh, Cecil
will be prepared and offered by the council are free to declare
MacDonald, Lela O’Connell, and
this group.
Pete Bateman.
themselves candidates for president
A symposium on Modern Edu- and vice-president of the studentHALF PRICE
cational Progress will be con- body, election for those offices to
All concessions at Santa Cruz
ducted throughout the session dur- be held on the following Friday.
will operate at half price for San
ing which time several well-known The secretary is chosen by vote
Jose State students on June 6.
eduactors will be guests of the of the council members from their
Russ Amara, all -school picnic
college. These include Vierling number.
chairman has been contacting the
Kersey, state superintendent of
NOMINEES LISTED
Seaside Company of Santa Cruz,
Dr.
Paul
instruction;
public
Nominees to be considered in toand has made arrangements so
Hanna, professor of education at day’s voting are:
Freshmen; Ben
that the company will practically
Stanford university; and Dr. E. E. Melzer, Martha Sayre, Jim
Bailey,
turn over Santa Cruz to San Jose
Oberholtzer,
superintendent of Harold Wise, and Bob Furderer.
students on that day.
schools, state of Texas.
Sophomores; Don Walker, Jewel
Round-trip tickets go on sale
CHILD STUDY
Spangler, Gene Gear, John Diehl,
in the quad today at noon. They
A child training project will be and Alder Thurman. Juniors; Jack
are also available at the Conconducted by the Home Economics Gruber, Jim Welch, Alice Wilson,
troller’s office, and can be purdepartment. Children from one and Barbara Harkey, Bob Schnabel,
chased from any member of the
one-half to three and one-half Bruce Daily, and Luke Argilla.
picnic committees, or individual
years of age will be accommo- Seniors; Bob Doerr, Mel Isenberstudents who are selling them.
,lated at a laboratory for the study ger, Jack Reynolds, Cal Sides, Alberta Jones, Warren Tormey, and
SCRIPT PRIZES
of their care and training.
Script prizes of $1.50, $1.00, and
A series of art exhibitions will Roger Troutner. Nominated from
fratercampus
three
fifty cents will be awarded to the Miss MARTHA SAYRE, voted by members of
be displayed continuously in the the floor were Bob Rector, Bill
and a few
qtudents who sell the most tickets. nities as the best date, on the basis of looks, personality,
Art building, while trips will be Thurlow, Ray Rut Paul Becker,
which
edition
razz
Jug",
Vinegar
Any student who wishes to sell other things. Conducted for "The
I arranged by members of the de- and Ray Wallace.
Horace
declared
women
among
tickets should get them from the appeared Friday, the poll taken
r pertinent to visit exhibitions and
Laughlin, football captain, their idea of the best date. Runnersup I collections of art In near-by cities.
Controller’s office immediately.
Lomar Engraving.
named In the poll.
also
were
To those who are deficient in
For students who drive over in
credits, nine quarter units may be
cars lunch may be purchased for
earned during the six weeks period
fifteen cents.
ending August 7. Registration and
The train will leave the S. P.
student body fees totaling $21 will
depot at 9:05 a.m. for Santa Cruz.
- _
I be charged each person regisFINE STYLE WITH SUPER
end will leave Santa Cruz about
Fitchie.
In
Splendorous Red
I tering.
8 p.m.
ONE TERM
Flannels, Goes To Town
The session will not be divided
In Costume Parade
Home Economics Club
into two three-week sections as
FANNIE
FOOTLIGHT
was
done
last
year.
For
further
By
To Hold Closed Dance
Sparta went carnival Friday
routines. Miss Montgomery ’ information concerning the sumFine S.R.O. signs were put out the
afternoon and liked it in spite of
For Graduating Group hefore starting time Friday night herself put the stamp of polished, , mer session, bulletins and achedthe heat.
"Ziggy" professional work in all the dance ules of classes may be obtained
Concessions galore, contests, free
In honor of its graduating son- when Director Randolph
office.
registrar’s
in
the
units.
food, evening vaudeville show, two
Spartan Rev.
,ora, the Home Economics club Fitts staged the 1936
was
too
dances, and a football game kept
The surprise element
auditorium
will give
a closed semi -formal, cities in Morris Dailey
responsible for much of the in- Mrs. Envey To Speak revelers running from one part
"Dancing In A Moonlit Ganlen," before approximately 1300 people. tcrest in the show, even the cast
of the campus to the other, obIn Room 1 and on the art terrace
Featuring the music of handsome be.ng ignorant of what was to Before Kappa Phi Club livious of classes and other acacome.
band,
popular
FrklaY. May 29.
demic encumbrances.
Carmen Dragon’s
Holding their last program
With lanterns swinging on the original songs by talented stuCONTEST WINNERS
lill ,le Diego and Jim Bailey ,
meeting
of
the
year,
Kappa
Phi
cam
of
Possessed of the choicest facial
Mee. and the inside dancing : dents, singing and dancing
kept the audience constantly in
club,
Methodist
women’s
campus
and
foliage wasnot Byron Lan hear
floor converted into a garden , pus stars, comedy sketches
stitches with their varied comedy,
will hear Mrs. Maud Ern- ,_ but Jack Anderson . Scraggliest
P
’eel* complete with reed furniture nets, tied together by the organi- funniest of which was their take- society,
former
president
of
the
State
pro
into four
and flowers, the theme
off on the Montgomery -Gordon Business and Professional Wo- was Roger Tani’s, and deserving
of a moon- ’ zation of the show
WWI
of the booby prize was the f
lilsewise,
Hill Gordon,
lit garden in May will be effee- duction units. the Revelries
tango.
of rens- amazed the public with his versa- men’s club, speak on careers and of Richard Norona.
lively carried out, according to outstanding for a number
professions for women Tuesday
In short order, Thais Burns was
Pala Hammon, general chairman 0".
tility, starting the show with a
night in the A.W.S. club room.
declared the Cinderella of the day,
‘or the dance.
slow, primitive dance, starfling
SUPERIOR LINE!
the
Helen Dally is chairman of
her tiny pedal extremities fitting
effective. The drum
Music for the (lance will he furFirst. the line of seven co-ed and highly
meeting, Edger which nicely into the size 4 -triple A
pos- rhythm was furnished by Mrs. Yir- Program
year
this
was
by
girls
chorus
orehesThuriow’s
Bill
’1’hed
plans for the Kappa Phi senior pumps donated to the cause by
ability. ginia Hamilton Jennings, who
Ira’ and refreshments will be sessed (if superior dancing
beat from the fading , farewell dinner to be held at one Nylin’s shoe store.
’ eyed during the dance, accord- The choreography of Shirley picked up the
Capable of eating most bananas
of the downtown hotels, will be
and line rhythm of Dragon’s drums. Then !
lchlegatto
I
I
ertson, refresh- Montpelier), earn dancer
, discussed.
(Coatinued on Page Two)
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’Seven Council Members To
Be Elected In Quad Today

Annual Carnival
Termed Success
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just among ourselves
by dr t. w.
MANY compliments have
SOcome to us lately from visitors that I am sure were on
some sort of a right track. Dr.
Pete came back from a trip recently with a whole handful.
It takes housekeeping of the
highest order to keep this plant
attractive for visitors, and when
I say highest order I refer to
cooperative housekeeping, housekeeping where every body helps.
We haven’t, and shouldn’t have,
custodial help to provide personal valets and maids for the
careless ones.
Of course, I know we forget.
They were sitting under a tree
In the East Quad, and conversation was running out. Eyes were
partly closed. They couldn’t "see
the petty follies that themselves
commit". So he took out a cigarette and lit it. I doubt if he was
embarfully conscious.
When
rassed, light a something-or-other.
Still, it was in ow of the quads,
and it was simply his meager line
which impelled him to infringe on
a college custom. It really isn’t
necessary to go stone blind in a
situation like that.
We’ll need some help in another
rather distressing matter. When
we had the science exhibit recently, the Radio Club showed a
good deal of fine spirit and exhibited a system of telephony, using a light and a photoelectric cell.
Some crook got into the building
and stole the equipment, one

mac quarrie
photoelectric cell, two relays, and
a counter, whatever that is. That
was pretty hard on the Radio boys.
They had borrowed the stuff in
order to put on the show for the
college, and now they’re embarrassed. We need your help to get
it back again. Some one has it,
and no doubt some one else knows
about it. It may. of course, have
been an outsider, and probably
was. Sooner or later the crook
will be found. Only a few people
would be interested in such a piece
of equipment. It has no saleable
value. Any help you can give us
will be appreciated by the whole
college as well as by the members
of the Radio Club.
I see the neofrights are coming back to the campus again.
It won’t be long before they become a serious nuisance. The
student body abolished them a
few years ago with the cooperation of the fraternities and
sororities. It’s open to question
if a fraternal group should approve an embarrassing show of
its members.

PRE -NURSES attending the
spection of the County Hospital
next Wednesday must sign up
the main bulletin board before

inon
on
12

o’clock Monday.
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Gilroy high school’s band of 80
pieces, under the direction of Edward Towner, will present a concert in the Morris Dailey auditorium in assembly at 11 o’clock tomorrow.
"This is one of the best bands
In

the state,"

Otterstein,

says

head

Mr.

of

A.

San

W.

Jose’s

Music department.
The group is well-known for its
playing, having won superior rating in the recent California State
Band

tournament

in

San

Fran-

Allan Jacknon

REPORTERS
Frances Citettin, Helen Itecinr, Elmira Christiansen. I raviii latrherinic. Leona Pruett,
Victor Carlork. Reteana James, !toroth, Runt, Peggy Lumer, Williotn Clamhell,
Robert Kelley, Marion Starr, keinhild Barrie, Myer Ziegler, William Ryan, Marcell*
Braccbi, Jewel Spangler, hIlen Steven.

let ’ern eat cake
by raymond wallace
yESTERDAY evening as I
neared my home I saw my
roommate dash frantically up
the steps and disappear within.
When I got there, however, and
went up to our room, I saw no
trace of him.
"Joe!"
you?"

I

called.

"Where

Spardi Gras Is Lots
Of Fun, People Say
(Continued front Page One(
in the designated time, Tony
Nacimento was rewarded with A
handsome prize of more bananas.
Bob Fitchie, attired in inelegant
red flannels fastened by obvious,
huge safety pins, received first
prize for the best costume in the
men’s envision. Margaret Hazeltine,
in a hula outfit, received the prize
for girls. These first prizes were
good-looking table lamps.
Marcella Bracchi, as "Deaf". and
Joyce Buckhout, as "Blind", received the prize as the best costumed couple. The two put on
an act all day, keeping up a constant line of shrill chatter as they
hobbled about in the guise of old
men, complete with canes and pipes.
Popular among concessions were
the Ero Sophian’s duck ringing
booth, the S.G.O.’s very wet shooting affair, the A.P.O.’s soft drink
counter, and darts at balloons by
D.T.O.
One of the outstanding attractions throughout the afternoon was
the continuous performance of
"Mrs. Astor’s Horse, or From
Rags to Riches", with Mr. Robert
Gitler, Miss Caroline Berry, Helen
Maxwell, and others in the cast.
Spectators were privileged to ’hiss
the villain and kiss the heroine
in this popular production.
At eight o’clock Frances Cuenin’s razz edition, "The Vinegar
Jug", appeared, and was immediately snapped up by Sparta’s
thirsty scandal hounds. Selling at
five cents a copy, "The Vinegar
Jug" is still available to those desirous of getting on the Inside. A
limited quantity is on sale in the
Publications’ office.
Great satisfaction was expressed
over the free feed at 5 o’clock,
when
football - game spectators
milled around to refuel.
The Men’s gym, streamer-bedecked and gay with balloons, was
crowded to capacity with (lancers
desirous of cavorting to the accompaniment of Con Smith’s orchestra.
GENERAL SUCCESS
All in all, the 1936 Spardi Gras
was hugely successful, and well
worth the time and energy expended on it. by numerous committees. Members of the Revelries
cast rehearsed till late Thursday
night, and the construction committee hammered in the quad far
Into the same evening.
Bob Schnabel was general chairman for the Carnival. and Ilanlolph Fitts was director of the
Revelries. Don Walker, Jack Gruber. Warren Tormey, and myriads
of other students were instrumental in preparations for the
carnival, while Bob Fisher and Rd
Wetterstrom assisted largely with
the Revelries.

"Well, Joe," I said
disgustedi
"here’s the answer.
You hat
again justified
Pots’ claim
I
being the dumbest
person in h
world. You have
been mailin
your letters to
yourself."

No answer. I looked into the
closet, and was about to poke
under the bed, when a suspicious
scratching sound came from the
trunk against the wall. Throwing
open the lid, I found Joe huddled
inside.

He looked a little
uncomfOrte
and mumbled under
his bres
"Well, you couldn’t
expect se
recognize the handwriting
it
was disguised, could
you, g
this takes a great
load on 11
mind."

"What are you doing in there?"
I demanded.

"What mind?"
"Never mind. What
I start
to say was that now
I mai
ahead and do my act in
the Spat
Oran without fear."
"Act? What sort of act
cans
do?"

at this contest.
- - -

I compared them.

are

cisco. Mr. Otterstein was a judge

MUCH EXCITEMENT

WILL THE FOLLOWING members of the Senor Ball Ticket Sales
Committee please meet in the
Little Theater Monday at 12:00:
Bob Leslie, Norman Thole, Dorothy Nelson, Joyce Grimsley, Ben
Fsher, Bob Liston, Barbara Woon,
Larue Sorensen, Jewel Wiseman.
Important!!
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Dick

Eighty-Piece Gilroy Hi
Band To Perform For
Tomorrow’s Assembly

COSTUMES
Such a show usually develops
from year to year until some one
with a poor sense of fitness makes
an exhibition that is objectionable,
and the system has to be abolished. That has been the experience on all campuses, and the
sooner we give up this competition
in embarrassment the better. As
a matter of fact, it has a bit of a
high schoolish flavor.

VIP
notices
LOST:
Talbot’s
Quantitative
Chemical Analysis, Mellor’s Modern Inorganic Chemistry, Hand
Book of Chemistry and Physics.
Finder please return to Al Castro.

25, 1936

"Well," he said truculently,
"in the second place I was looking for something, and in the
third place it’s none of your
business, and in the fourth"
"Wait a minute. You haven’t
mentioned your first place yet."
"Oh." He looked a little crestfallen. "Well, you see, I was so
terribly frightened. Yesterday I
killed a nobleman for blue blood
with which to write my last poison-pen letter, and today I received another one, also written
in blue blood. and even worded
In my own style. I’m afraid I’m a
goner."
"There surely must be some explanation. Have you done anything
toward finding out who might be
sending them to you?"
"Not really. I thought of consulting an oracle."
"Better not. You might get one
of those oracular answers. Let me
see the letter." He handed it over,
and I inspected it.
"You say you disguised your
handwriting when you wrote your
letters? Let me see a sample of
your disguised handwriting."
He hurriedly dashed off a threat
in the best.Kallikak-Jukian manner, and gave it to me. whereupon

Revelries Performance
Pleases Audience
(Costintird from
MO
followed the slow rhythm of the
line girls, accompanied by weird
singing of the girls’ trio. A faster
tempo emitted with the entrance
of Leona Forrest, singing "Harlem
Rhythm." later joined in dancing
by the line girls in the culmination of the unit fast, hotcha
rhythm.
SPECIALTY DANCES
Outstanding were the dance exhibitions by Renee Peterson, tap
star in the cabaret scene; Marcella Bracchl, "educating your
feet" atop a table; Mlle. ZeeZee
(impersonated by Joyce Buckhout); and a waltz and tango by
the Gordon -Montgomery team. The
waltz was especially beautiful for
its pageantry, having the line girls
in white chiffon, tableax arrangement in the background. Roderick
Mount as Tizzie Lish was a riot of
quips and "fasties."
"Blackout," a take -off skit on
the faculty, starred ,Myer Ziegler
as the had little boy, Bob Doerr
as the psychologist, Sam Taormina is a reporter, Victor Garlock as the bad boy’s parent, and
Gail Harbaugh as the nurse. Other
skits were Jim Bailey and Jean
Holloway as George Burns anti
(tracie Allen, Paul Becker anti
Tom Gifford as "Rub and Dub";
and a variety of Bailey-delnego
acts.
The finale scene, with the entire
east arranged in the background,
and Gail liarbaugh singing "I’m
Conna Hang My that on the Horn

"I’m doing a masked
Mob
man act. I blow a man
over
the force of my breath--"
"Yes, strong breath. Go on"
(Editor’s note!)
"And I kick a marble statue
to pieces with my bare Piet"
"Uh-huh, strong feet. Bob),
do the thing masked, now the
you no longer have anything le
fear?"

"Oh, Dm not doing this ft
fame. I don’t want people to re
member me as a strong mu
When you go down the condo
people will point and say, ’Who
that?’ and someone will anew!
’Why, that’s Raymond Wallas
the campus cake-eater.’ Then OE,
will ask, ’And who is that dandily
being by his side?’ Do I was
them to say, ’That is Joe Fo’d
Kallikak-Juke, the famous ohms
man.’ Of course not. Let them re
member the strong man In the
show. not as the famous KalUlta
Juke, but merely as a alifdo!
mass of muscles, a great big lies
tiful body."

Model Refrigerator
Car Now On Exhibit
A model refrigerator car valuoi
at $1,000 will be on display al
this week in the lecture room of
the Industrial Arts departmot
announced Dr. Heber A. sow
Friday.
Made by the American Cu
bull
Company, the refrigerator is
or
with every detail as a regular
As*
that is used in the service.
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26 Spartan Sluggers Ready For State Championships
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Boxing Team

1-6-5 Final Summary
Of State Holiday
Grid Classic

POWs reigned supreme in Fri a masked stroz ay afternoon’s Spardi Gras foot.
low a man oeerh tall classic, and the "Foreign
my breath"
Legion" came through to nose
p breath. Go on.’ out the "Quad -Boys" and the
by a score of 7 to
ate!)
5 respectively for the latter
Lk a marble statue land
two teams.
1 my bare font"
BEAT "QUAD -BOYS"
trong feet. But Oy
Coached by Bill Hubbard and his
masked, now thtt
militant Gil Bishop, the "Foreign
have anything to
Legion" took advantage of enough
breaks to win their 20 minutes
of play from the favored "Quad toys" by a close 3I-2 score and
ot doing this for then go on and pile up enough
want people to is. points against the Portalites to cop
is a strong ow the game.
down the corridor
The DeGrooters and "Pappy’s
at and say. Whole
of the Portal -Tony
neone will answer,
Donadio clan went on the program
Raymond Wallari
brit and with "Bull" Lewis doing
ke-eater.’ Then they
most of the ball -packing, kicking.
icho is that dazzlnr
end passing, managed to out -point
side?’ Do I wet
de red -shirts by a 4-1 margin.
’That is Joe Fit
Cleaner charging line play by
the famous sing
the blue-clad "Quad-Boys" enabled
e not. Let then is.
their backs to make most of the
throng man In the
inlage, while alert backfield dehe famous Kallikaki
ism play gobbled up a majority
rely as a math
dthe passes thrown their way.
s. a great big ben
LEWIS STARS
Lewis got away for a nice run
d the opening quarter to make
a good chuck of yardage, but the
bztalites kept Glenn DuBose
wking away to make the game
igemtor car Ma !ar from one-sided.
In the second period, the "Lehe on display
he lecture room of bonnaires" were a surprise team
Arts departmea nd almost got away on the first
Heber A. Sotiii lqay when Stone threw a long
Ocher which just missed connectIng with Owen Collins.
he American Cu
CLOSE
vfrigerator is ble
Lil as a regular or From then on, it was nip and
the service. As* belt, with the gold -equipped Huhd. M. L. Rude’ -

frigerator
mr On Exhibit

1

Foreign Legion Cops Football
S. J. LEATHER
HUBBARD CREW SCORES PUSHERS
END
TRPINING
ONE POINT VICTORY IN STIFF
Captain
SPARDI GRAS CONTEST
NJ/12er

I?"

d. What y sartet
:hat now I can El
my act in the Spat
fear."

*

Frosh Wallo
Agnew After
Trio Of Try

Twenty-six Spartan boxers will
pclose a hard three -week’s training
period today in preparation for the
California state and novice championships which begin Wednesday
evening in the Dreamland auditorS iurn in San Francisco.
Led by Captain Benny Melzer,
P.A.A. junior champion, seven San
Jose boxers are scheduled to battle
for state championship honors in
the three night meet.
Melzer and Paul Tara, the latter
a semi-finalist
in
the
junior
Proving that the third time is
tourney, will be among the favora charm, the San Jose State colites to finish near the top in the
lege freshman baseball team despeedy 135-pound class. Melzer,
feated the Agnew nine by a score
already established in the eyes of
of 7-5 Wednesday afternoon on the
city fans, is considered the
the latter’s home diamond.
battler most likely to step in where
Leading from the first inning, Earl Booker, flashy Negro boxer
the yearlings batted in several and long-time scourge of the aspirruns during the first half of the ing lightweights, has left off.
last inning and held their lead for
BOOKER MAY BOX
Booker is reported to have
a victory.
With Olson pitching and Tony turned professional but don’t be
Nasimento behind the plate, the too surprised to see Booker and
Agnew squad was unable to col- one of the San Jose lightweights
meeting in the finals of that
lect more than half a dozen good,
division.
clean basehits.
Tara, whose bobbing tactics
During the last part of the
Imake him an exceptionally tough
game, Franny Pura hurled for I man to tag with a hard punch,
the Spartans. The Agnew men ranks only a little behind the Sparfound him just as hard to hit tan leader may be one of the
as Olson and not more than three big surprises of the tourney.
runs came in.
Bob Harris, lanky Los Gatos
At the bat, Pura hit a home lad, is set to climb through the
run and Hughes sent out two good ropes and give the opposing weltersingles. Other Blacow men who weights some real trouble. Having
turned in fine baseball included worked harder than ever before
Beige!, third; Smith, centerfield; for this tourney, Harris is slated
to be in his top condition. Harris
and Paviont
is a greatly improved scrapper
now, as will be attested to by
bardites getting enough yardage
on passes and fumbles to gain
their slight edge. Again it was shirts.
LONG PASS
Lewis doing most of the ball The final canto found the Hubcarrying for DeGroot’s team, with
a big lead ,
Martin, Wattenbarger and Ham - hard team building up
ion the Portal team, getting down’
low in the line rivaling Price.
12 yard line before bogging
Drexel. Daily, McPherson, Stone, to the
this point, with a minute
Birlem and Company of the gold- down. At
left in the game, Glenn DuBose
threw a 30 yard pass to Bob Wing
thatalmost piled up enough yard- I

Third Time Is Charm
As Spartan Babes
Win 7-5

"Bull" Lewis,
junior fullback,
who carried most
of the load for
DeGroot’s
"Quad -Boys" in
annual Spardi
Gras contest
Friday.

Notices
THE FOLLOWING

may receive
their X-ray reports by calling at
the Health office:
sciude ish
Kenneth Brown
Howard Burns
Ruth Saury
Rosalie Manina
Helen Mitchell
David Powell
Lillian Radivoj
Mary Stefan
Dorothy Strickler
Dorothy Vail
Edith West
Elizabeth McFadden.
LOST:
A
black and white
Sheaffer pencil. Finder please return to 465 South Sixth. Reward.
.J. N. Ponder.

studies.

For Racket Season
George Rotholtz, roly-poly
number two player during
the just completed tennis
season, was elected honorary
1936 captain at a banquet of
the varsity and freshman
teams Wednesday evening.
At the same time, Ed Harper, yearling ace this year,
was elected to lead next
year’s varsity.
************************
LOST: A whte coat sweater.
Please return to Lost and Found.
Thank you.

R005 for

those who witnessed his bouts in
eriLPacific Coast intercollegiate in
April.
Charley Boggs, a miniature Gene
Tunney, according to one out-oftown paper, will be one-half of
San Jose’s representation In the
middleweight division. Boggs, with
a surprisingly efficient left hand,1
although not yet In the best of condition, should cause a lot of trouble
for other 160-pounders with state,
championship aspirants.
INDIANAN BETTER
Shelby Ryan, at first reported
to be out of the tournament because of illness, has resumed training and unless something serion
happens, will be another Spartan
entrant. The hard-socking Indianan’s loss would indeed hurt San
Jose’s chances in the state competition. Ryan’s experience and
improving right hand should make
him one of the outstanding men
In either the welterweight or
middle division.

Stan Griffin, State’s second junlor champion, will be one of the
favorites to cop the lightheavy
crown. In good shape, "the giant.
killer" is expected to lend a boxing
unsuspecting
age to bring the "Hill-Billies" lesson to several
lightheavies.
back into the running.
Byron Lanphear, clowning 175 Bob Stone garnered most of the
glory in this quarter, with backs I pound mauler, will supplemen!
Manoogian, Peach, and Collins Griffin in this division. Lack
sharing the rest of the burden. condition may hurt Lanphear’s
Stone did the large share of ball- chances. It seems that spring turns
and his thoughts to things other than
kicking
besides
packing,
boxing. The "funny one" miglc
throwing passes.
get by in good shape if he will
DU BOSE
his dazed opDuBose in the Portal backfield just forget to hold
ponent up. Lanphear has lost two
I was the key-man in the "Mounimportant fights this year because
taineer" attack and the Hubbardof his failure to let his foe drop
Res kept most of their defense
when he had hurt him.
set upon the big ex-guard. In the
TICKETS ON SALE
line, Berry, Wing, Hudson, and
Tickets for the special San Jose
Ferreira turned in yeoman work
with the pony "Hill -Billy" backs, State section go on sale today.
Slingluff and Rocchi holding down With the ’ price down to 40 cents
the left -half spot in good fashion. for main floor seats, many State
students are expected to follow
BIG HOUSE
a Coach DeWitt Portal’s aggregation
The game was attended by
crowd of nearly 3000 people, the to the city in their most important
bleachers being crowded to capa- meet of the season. Tickets may be
spectators obtained from either Dick Edcity and hundreds of
thronging in the shady spots that monds or Martin Smith.
lined the gridiron.
Practice Is not scheduled for
give
this week, DeGroot decided to
football
the boys a rest from the
their
angle and a workout on

Rotholtz Elected
Honorary Leader

San Jose’s novice team, 18 strong,
has already been established as
, one of the leading favorites by San I
Francisco papers, probably because I
of the showing of Portal’s junior
’ team in their first big tourney.

WALK-OVERS
YNI

PICTURE
FOR SPRING IS

T#IE CAMBus OXFORD
IN WHITE BUCK

WITH CQEPE SOLE

4 8so

L

_
THE SilAWL TONGUE

OXFORD IN WHITE
BUCK. WITH CREPE
75,0
SOLE

-_
GENUINE WHITE SUCK,
PRIDE OF THE C.AMPUS,
CIZEPE SOLE

487s
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Sixteen Original Hits Pi

Omegas Elect
Isenberger Head

NEW BOOKS ON ART, BIOGRAPHY Or
POLITICS ADDED TO LIBRARY
STACK

New books added to the library! 1920; Neutrality; & %,.
paw,
! The Consumer’s
Cooperative rao,
Altschiller, Court, Nathan, Art , anent,
and Mathematics; George Berkeley, i
B. Raup, Education
l Italy In The Making, 1846-48; Al- !zed Interests
in Ara
; at:
Melvin Isenberger, candidate for,
I
bed Britt, The Great Biographers ; Stratton,
International
the 1936-37 student council,Melbert
was ,
Debut
B. Cary,
W. Waugh , History of
P
gara:lb
, elected president of Pi Omega Pi, bets; Clemens, Representative Sal1378-1494; Elizabethed.
Sixteen
songs
left Rule My Heart" on the map per- ! national honorary fraternity in ectiona; William S. Davis Short
original
r
Personalit Pre
Sparta humming Friday night af- manefitly, so far as San Jose State ! commerce; Thursday night at a . History of the Near East; A. W. len, Nationalism
in
Modern F11
is concerned.
Dulles, Can We Be Neutral?, land; Edward
ter the last curtain had fallen on
’ picnic in Alum Rock.
W. Bakke ing
a
Gordon’s
"Harlem
Rhythm,"
’ Foreign Policy association, Die- avaincle, opropDuolaler;
the 1936 Revelries. Displaying all
Mildr
The fraternity pledged its sup unit of ,
tatorship; Foreign Policy associa- Byne, Popular
the various qualities that comprise featured in the opening
Weaving and E
a
the show, received more varied in- port to Isenberger and Alberta Uon, Peace in Party Platforms. broidery In Spain;
a "hit," the tunes were presented
Frank 0, pit
song. Jones for membership in the coun- :
other
terpretation
than
any
:::114e
Daniel
W.
Hoan,
City
Governthrough the medium of talented
disturbance,ir ,
Sung simultaneously in three dif- , cil, basing their platform on the ment; H. Jerome, Pride and Preju- Public Disorder in
singers, dancers, and the sophisRegency et
4
ferent keys by the girl’s trio while , claim that two commerce majors dice; D. Jordan, Europe and Amer- land; Handbook of
ticated music of Carmen Dragon’s
N.R.A.
the line danced a primitive rout- I
ican
Civil
War;
J.
Krofta,
Short
,
Otto R. Hanarnmer, Art
band,
i would be a valuable asset in handlof
Blo
hie, It was picked up by Leona
’ History of Czechoslovakia; Ruth ’ Cutting; Mildred
L Hartsaa
"Summer Stars," a typical Gil
Forrest and hot-cha’d off sum- ing business and financial affairs de Forrest Lamb, American Chem- From Canoe
to Steel Barge
Bishop
waltz
number,
was
i)
madly; then used as rhythm for of the associated students.
ber of horrors; Lorvenstein-Scharf- the Upper Mississippi;
smoothly sung by Sparta’s famous
Basil Hent
the "Hats and Cane" number conAbandoning their usual air of fenck, H., Tragedy of a Nation:ILiddell Hart, Ghost
of Napoleoc
male quartet composed of Ray
eluding the dance routine. The business efficiency and dignity fur Germany 1918-34; Mrs. N. Hudson Robert B.
Morvat, Internatior
Rut,
Carlton Lindgren, Harry
1
music accompanying the GordonMoore, Old Glass, European and Relations; Robert B.
a few hours, members of the &at Merritt, Di P
Harter, and Willard LeCroy. The
Montgomery tango was also his
American; ft. B. Mowat, Contemp- lomacy and Peace;
noted athlete-student body officerReginald I
own, while the waltz for Mlle. ernity enjoyed apicnic m honor of orary Europe and Oveseas, 1899- Ward, Maximilien
Robespierre.
writer also penned the finale song,
_
_
ZeeZee’s fan dance was composed their new members, Miss Marie
"I’m Gonna Hang My Hat on the ! b__
y Fitts again.
Curtis, Alberta Jones, Helen Hob Horn of the Moon," done with
.,
There Is No Other Word For meyer, Eine Berry.
’
enthusiasm by Gail Harbaugh, one ,
Lave." a particularly catchy song
Other
officers
elected
were ’
of the line girls. The lyric for this
by Margaret Davenport and MarFrances
Mraz,
vice-president;
song was composed by Alice Partha Welty, was sung to perfection Helen
Hohmeyer, secretary; Anita
rialt, who also authored the words
Mark Ballot with Rubber Stamp in Square provided after
, , by Joe Repose, another versatile
Mandela, treasurer; Loren Warm,
to "I’ve Said Goodbye to Dreams.’
.
athlete. Rapose s delightful singname of candidate.
historian;
and
Eine
Berry,
re’
The latter song, beautifully renleg personality carried over bounI
porter.
dered by a girl’s trio, Elree FerI
tifuliy to the appreciative audiguson, Bruce Wilbur, and Ger- ence.
Plans were also completed for!
VOTE FOR SEVEN CANDIDATES
trude Denny, was written by ,
taking charge of the ticket booth I
Carmen Dragon featured, in adI
director Randy Fitts. Attired in
in the quad Spardi Gras day. The
.......
to these songs, his oven
1
attractive white formals, the girlaldltion
am. next meeting will be held at the
’ arrangement of "Stardust,"
i
made a striking appearance,
I an original number written as- home of Helen Hohmeyer on 1
June 4,
Interesting for the fact that it pecially for the 1936 Revelries,
brought togethe
ning songs of 1934, ’35, and ’36,1 have in the
past years attracted 1
all by the same student-composer, noteworthy
ELECTION BOARD
attention from leading I
was Emile Bouret’s song cycle. bay city orchestras, and it is exSCHEDULE
The cycle wan
outstanding pected that 1936 will be no exIncluded

In

Revelries

Frat Backs Jones, New
Lee Barnes, Genny Hoaglan, Warble Lyrics Of Prexy For Council

May 14, 1936, are as follows:

Bouret Song Cycle; Lorraine Callander,
Gordon, Star In -Lady With Past-

Associated Students
SAMPLE BALLOT

also

for featuring the return appearance of Lee Barnes, who sang
Bouret’s "Cross Your Fingers" last
year. "By Myself," the 1935 winner, was done by Genevieve HoagIan, who also sang "With Someone
Like You," the 1936 offering. Her
voice blended extremely well with
Dragon’s orchestra, and, attired
in peach chiffon, she made a
pleasing stage appearance. Miss
Barnes was her usual clov.7,ing
self, formal gown or no forr-si
gown. Bouret is pianist for the
Dragon band, and accompanied
Miss Hoaglan’s first number, play-

ception. Bob Fisher, arranger for
Jimmy Crier’s band, was responsible for much of the harmony for
the Revelries music.

,

Mg a solo chorus beforehand.
Another of Director Fitts’ voluminous repertoire of tunes was
"Educate Your Feet," sung and
demonstrated by Marcella Bracchi,
outstanding campus tap artist,
who performed on a table. Choosing to culminate her dance with a
perilous jump-split rather than
take a chance on sliding off the
row of chairs placed there for
that purpose, Miss Bracchi was a
shining example of self-taught
proficiency,

I

"Just a Little Gift From Me,"
also by Fitts, was pleasingly interpreted by Tom Gifford and Paul
Becker in their entertaining corn edy sketch. His "Lady With A
Past" was interpreted with deep
feeling by Lorraine Callender, as
the masked countess in the cabaret
scene. Possessed of a beautiful
"voice with a tear," Miss Calander
was one of the singing stars of.
the entire show.
Evelyn Pieri, following in it
footsteps of her versatile sister
PlIvira, was a riot in her intiq
pretation of "My Picadoro." a burlesque song and dance. She appeared in a flame -colored gown.
later enhanced by a varicolored!
shawl and Spanish hat.
Rhee Ferguson and Ray Sherwin, aide-CI by the line girls in an
attractive tableaux setting, sang
"I’m Living Just For You," a Hill
Gordon song for the waltz unit.
Burt Watson, prominent athletecrooner, put Myer Ziegler’s "You

New York Bureau
Offers Lit Prizes
Six prizes of $500 each are being
offered to under-graduates and
recent graduate students of Amer lean or Canadian colleges for th,,
best six plays submitted to
Bureau of New Plays of New
York, Inc., before October 31,
1936.
The awards will be given in the
following fields: the best play of
human relations, either a comedy
or drama, on a romantic or dot

d

social theme; the best melodrama;
the best farce; the best satiric
play; and the best character pray,
modern or historic.
For application blanks and de tailed information interested students may write to the Bureau of
New Plays, 1270 Sixth avenue,
New York city. Further information may also be secured in room
seven of the college

MORNING 8 -10---Vivian Erickson.
8-10Beatrice

Cilker.

8-91Jerry Girdner.
9-10Harold Randle.
(relieve Girdner)
10-11 --Cecil McDonald.
(relieve Randle)
10-11 --Harold Kibby.
(relieve Cilker)
10-12:30Jane Blair.
(relieve Erickson)
11-12:30George Kifer.
(relieve Kibby)
11-1Steve Hosa.
(relieve McDonald)
AFTERNOON12:30-3Elizabeth
son. (relieve Blair)

Simp-

12:30-2Jewel Wiseman.
(relieve Kifer)
1-3Harold Randle.
(relieve Hose)
2-4Marion Cilker.
(relieve Wiseman)
3 -4--Jewel Wiseman.
(relieve Simpson)
3-4Cecil McDonald.
(relieve Randle)

FINE FOO

Luke Argilla
Jim Bailey
Paul Becker
Keith Biilem
Bruce Daily
John Diehl
Bob Doerr
Bob Furderer
Gene Gear
Jack Gruber
Barbara Harkey
Melvin Isenberger
Alberta Jones
Ben Melzer
Robert Rector
Jack Reynolds
Ray Ruf
Martha Sayre
Bob Schnabel
Cal Sides
Jewel Spangler
Alder Thurman
Bill Thurlow
Warren Tormey
Roger Troutner
Don Walker
Raymond Wallace
Jim Welch
Alice Wilson
Harold Wise

(I)
(s)
--(3)
(4)
(5)
..(6)
(7)
-(8)
(9)
(10)
-(11)
(Is)
(13)
(4)
(15)
(i6)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(so)
(11)
(12)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(16)
(27)
(28)
(19)
(30)

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

D
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Fold Ballot to Dotted Line

WE

AY

PRICES -EVE

FRAncos
...3 COMPLETE MARKETS...

Franco’s No. 1
Fifth & Santa Clara Streets

8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

WE GIVE

: cdaue’s 140.
Thirteenth & Washington St,

8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

Franco’s No. 3
Hester Market

^ nn A M. to 7:00 P.M.

;Hi" GREEN STAMPS

idLay Election For 1931 Council Today
OVERHEARD
BUY

DAILY PICAT SPARTAN
NIC AT SEACLIFF:
"Hey, what is this baseball or water polo?"
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Final School Picnic Plans Made
Food Chairman
Reveals Picnic
Lunch Contents

PIC?r,ED AS "MEAL DATE" BY FRATS

For President,
SUMMER SESSION TO Candidates
Vice -President, Will Be
Selected From Winners
OFFER FOUR SPECIAL
COURSES IN THEATER

Beach Concessions Feature
Half -Price Rate For All
Si. State Students

Conducted in the quad for the
first time, an election for seven

Jim Welch, food chairman for
the all-school picnic, which will be
held Saturday, June 6, announced

--Opening June 29, the 1936 summer session will offer four special
features.
An entire course of study in
practical elements of drama to be
known as the "School of the
Theater" will be conducted by
members of the Speech department. Several major productions
will be prepared and offered by
this group.
A symposium on Modern Educational Progress will be conducted throughout the session during which time several well-known
eduactors will be guests of the
college. These include Vierling
Kersey, state superintendent of
public
instruction;
Dr.
Paul
Hanna, professor of education at
Stanford university; and Dr. E. E.
superintendent
of
Oberholtzer,
schools, state of Texas.

yesterday that the contents of the
lunches for the picnic have been
ok, 3ob Schnaion commIttee

ig it"
Ly Dance

planned by his committee.

Each

lunch, selling for fifteen cents, will
contain sandwiches, salad, fruits,
soda pop, candy, and ice cream.
Assisting Welch on the food
committee are Jack Marsh, Cecil
MacDonald, Lela O’Connell, and
Pete Bateman.
HALF PRICE

u Dragon, Spartestro, will play
lance. He will

d continue until
:r Zeigler’s swing
rate for the noon

o stags admitted
dance, and free
reed

All concessions at Santa Cruz
will operate at half price for San
Jose State students on June 6.
Russ Azzara, all-school picnic
chairman has been contacting the
Seaside Company of Santa Cruz,
and has made arrangements so
that the company will practically
turn over Santa Cruz to San Jose
students on that day.
Round-trip tickets go on sale
a the quad today at noon. They
are also available at the Controller’s office, and can be purchased from any member of the
picnic committees, or individual
students who are selling them.

he -he-man
forc,e is on

mES
EASON
IELEN

ODERICK

Killy
ledbeEd"’d
Willt Hoak’
RADIO tRICTUIE
0.1101111111.11

CHILD STUDY

SCRIPT PRIZES
Script prizes of $1.50, $1.00, and
fifty cents will be awarded to the
students who sell the most tickets.
Any student who wishes to sell
tickets should get them from the
Controller’s office immediately.
For students who drive over in
cars lunch may be purchased for
fifteen cents.
The train will leave the S. P.
depot at 9:05 a.m. for Santa Cruz,
and will leave Santa Cruz about
5 p.m.

Home Economics Club
To Hold Closed Dance
For Graduating Group

Seven Council M embers To
Be Elected In Quad Today

MISS MARTHA SAYRE, voted by members of three campus fraternities as the best date, on the basis of looks, personality, and a few
other things. Conducted for "The Vinegar Jug", razz edition which
appeared Friday, the poll taken among women declared Horace
Laughlin, football captain, their idea of the best date. Runnersup
Lomar Engraving.
were also named in the poll.

Director Fitts Comes Through In
FINE STYLE WITH SUPER

Elegant Production Of Revelries
By FOOTLIGHT FANNIE
Miss Montgomery
The S.R.O. signs were put out the routines.
stamp of polished,
the
put
herself
night
Friday
before starting time
professional work in all the dance
when Director Randolph "Ziggy"

In honor of its graduating menFitts staged the 1936 Spartan Reviora the Home
Economics club
win give a closed semi-formal, elries in Morris Dailey auditorium
"Dancing In A Moonlit Garden," before approximately 1300 people.
In Room 1 and on the art terrace
Featuring the music of handsome
rrklaY, May 29.
. Carmen Dragon’s popular band,
With lanterns swinging on the I original songs by talented stuterrace, and the inside dancing : dents, singing and dancmg of cam sketches and
floor converted
into a garden 1 pus stars, comedy
scene complete with
by the organireed furniture ’ nets, tied together
four proand flowers,
the theme of a moon- zillion of the show into
lit garden
Revelries was
in Moss, Vtill be effec- dartion units, the
for a number of yeastively carried out, Recording to
Rita Hammon,theoutstanding
general chairman cos.
for
I
SUPERIOR LINE!
dance.
d
.
Music for the dance will be furFillit. till in’
nished by Bill
year posThurlow’s orches- chorus girls was this
till, and refreshments will be sessed of superior dancing ability.
Shirley
served during
of
choreography
the dance, accord- The
ing to resift
and linel
Culbertson, refresh - Montgomery, team dancer
in all
went chair
IgrI, bowed to advantage
man.

A child training project will be
conducted by the Home Economics
department. Children from one and
one-half to three and one-half
years of age will be accommodated at a laboratory for the study
of their care and training.
A series of art exhibitions will
he displayed continuously in the
Art building, while trips will be
arranged by members of the department to visit exhibitions and
I collections of art In near-by cities.
To those who are deficient in
credits, nine quarter units may be
earned during the Rix weeks period
ending August 7. Registration and
student body fees totaling $21 will
be charged each person Teestering.
ONE TERM
The session will not be divided
into two three-week sections as
was done last year. For further
information concerning the sum- 1
mer session, bulletins and ached- j
ules of classes may be obtained !1
in the registrar’s office.
I
____ _
I

cebncil
membeee
will be
heldfrom
bY
the
associated
students
today
8 to 4 o’clock.
With Harold Kibby presiding as
election judge, a dozen committeemen will officiate as members of
the board at stated intervals during the day. Their schedule is included on page 4.
SEMI-FINALS
Following the election today,
those elected to membership in
the council are free to declare
themselves candidates for president
and vice-president of the studentbody, election for those offices to
be held on the following Friday.
The secretary is chosen by vote
of the council members from their
number.

NOMINEES LISTED
Nominees to be considered in today’s voting are: Freshmen; Ben
Melzer, Martha Sayre, Jim Bailey,
Harold Wise, and Bob Furderer.
Sophomores; Don Walker, Jewel
Spangler, Gene Gear, John Diehl,
and Alder Thurman, Juniors; Jack
Gruber, Jim Welch, Alice Wilson,
Barbara Harkey, Bob Schnabel,
Bruce Daily, and Luke Argilla.
Seniors; Bob Doerr, Mel Isenberger, Jack Reynolds, Cal Sides, Alberta Jones, Warren Tormey, and
Roger Troutner. Nominated from
the floor were Bob Rector, Bill
Thurlow, Ray Rut, Paul Becker,
and Ray Wallace.

Annual Carnival
Termed Success
Fitchie. In Splendorous Red
Flannels, Goes To Town
In Costume Parade

Sparta went carnival Friday
afternoon and liked it in spite of
the heat.
Concessions galore, contests, free
food, evening vaudeville show, two
units.
dances, and a football game kept
The surprise element too was
h of the in for
revelers running from one part
of the campus to the other, obterrst in the show, even the cast
ignorant of what was to
being
i
I’ livious of classes and other acacome.
I demic encumbrances.
i
program
Holding
their
last
CONTEST WINNERS
Bill de Diego and Jim Bailey ,
! meeting of the year, Kappa Phi ’I
Possessed of the choicest facial
k pt the audience constantly in
women’s
campus
club. Methodist
foliage was--not Byron Lanphear
stitches with their varied comedy,
society, wierll phreeagrideMnrts.ofMtahuedsEtamte- --but Jack Anderson. Scraggliest
funniest of which was their take! was Roger Tassi’s, and deserving
off on the Montgomery -Gordon
likewise, ’ TIPenYs’iness and Professional Wo-lof the booby prize was the fuzz
Cordon,
Bill
tango.
men’s club, speak on careers and I of Richard Norona.
amazed the public with his versaprofessions for women Tuesday
In short order, Thais Burns was
tility, starting the show with a
night in the A.W.S. club room.
declared the Cinderella of the day,
slow, primitive dance, startling
Helen Daily is chairman of the her tiny pedal extremities fitting
drum
t, I . effective. The
program meeting, after which nicely into the size 4 -triple A
rhythm was furnished by Mrs. Virwho, plans for the Kappa Phi senior pumps donated to the cause by
ginla Hamilton Jennings,
farewell dinner to be held at one Nylin’s shoe store.
picked up the beat from the fading
of the downtown hotels, will he
Capable of eating most bananas
rhythm of Dragon’s drums. Then
discussed.
(Continued on Page Two)
. )
((’5 tinte d o n Page Tao

Mrs. Empey To Speak
Before Kappa Phi Club
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just among ourselves
by dr. t. w.
MANY compliments have
SOcome to us lately from visitors that I am sure we’re on
some sort of a right track. Dr.
Pete came back from a trip recently with a whole handful.
It takes housekeeping of the
highest order to keep this plant
attractive for visitors, and when
I say highest order I refer to
cooperative housekeeping, housekeeping where every body helps.
We haven’t, and shouldn’t have,
custodial help to provide personal valets and maids for the
careless ones.
Of course, I know we forget.
They were sitting under a tree
In the East Quad, and conversation was running out. Eyes were
partly closed. They couldn’t "see
the petty follies that themselves
commit". So he took out a cigarette and lit it. I doubt if he was
fully conscious. When
embarrassed, light a something-or-other.
Still, it was in ogee of the quads,
and it was simply his meager line
which impelled him to infringe on
a college custom. It really isn’t
necessary to go stone blind in a
situation like that
We’ll need some help in another
rather distressing matter. When
we had the science exhibit recently, the Radio Club showed a
good deal of fine spirit and exhibited a system of telephony, using a light and a photoelectric cell.
Some crook got into the building
and stole the equipment, one

mac quarrie
photoelectric cell, two relays, and
a counter, whatever that is. That
was pretty hard on the Radio boys.
They had borrowed the stuff in
order to put on the show for the
college, and now they’re embarrassed. We need your help to get
it back again. Some one has it,
and no doubt some one else knows
about it. It may, of course, have
been an outsider, and probably
was. Sooner or later the crook
will be found. Only a few people
would be interested in such a piece
of equipment. It has no saleable
value. Any help you can give us
will be appreciated by the whole
college as well as by the members
of the Radio Club.
I see the neofrights are coming back to the campus again.
It won’t be long before they become a serious nuisance. The
student body abolished them a
few years ago with the cooperation of the fraternities and
sororities. It’s open to question
if a fraternal group should approve an embarrassing show of
its members.
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PRE-NURSES attending the
spection of the County Hospital
next Wednesday must sign up
the main bulletin board before

Inon
on
12

o’clock Monday.
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ward Towner, will present a concert in the Morris Dailey auditorium in assembly at 11 o’clock tomorrow.
"This is one of the best bands
in the state,"
Otterstein,

says Mr.

head

of

San

A.

W.

Jose’s

Music department.
The group is well-known for its
playing, having won superior rating in the recent California State
Band

tournament

in

San

Fran-

cisco. Mr. Otterstein was a judge

....
Allan Jackson
REPORTERS
Prances Cumin, Helen Rector, Elnrira Christiansen. David Loehwing. Leona Pruett.
Victor Carlock, Reieana James. Dorothy Root. regitY in.,. William Dam/tell.
Robert Xelley, Marion Starr. Reinhild Haerle, Myer Ziegler, William Ryan, Marcel&
Bracchi, Jewel Spansler, Ellen Steven.

let ’em eat cake
by raymond Wallace
yESTERDAY evening as I
neared my home I saw nay
roommate dash frantically up
the steps and disappear within.
When I got there, however, and
went up to our room, I saw no
trace of him.
"Joe!"
you?"

I

called.

"Where

I compared them
"Well, Joe," I said
disgustedly
"here’s the answer.
You have
again justified
your claim
te,
being the dumbest
person inn.,
world. You have
been mailing
your letters to
yourself."
He looked a little
uneomforbe
and mumbled under
his lute*.
"Well, you couldn’t
expect me
recognize the
handwriting if
was disguised, could
you’
this takes a great
load off
mind."

are

No answer. I looked into the
closet, and was about to poke
under the bed, when a suspicious
scratching sound came from the
trunk against the wall. Throwing
open the lid, I found Joe huddled
inside.
"What are you doing in there?"
I demanded.

"What mind?"
"Never mind. What
I start
to say was that now
I can
ahead and do my act in
the Sputa
Gras without fear."
"Act? What sort of act
can
do?"

at this contest.

Spardi Gras Is Lots
Of Fun, People Say
((,’ontinued from rage One)
in the designated time, Tony
Nacimento was rewarded with a
handsome prize of more bananas.
Bob Fitchie, attired in inelegant
red flannels fastened by obvious,
huge safety pins, received first
prize for the best costume in the
men’s mvision. Margaret Hazeltine,
in a hula outfit, received the prize
for girls. These first prizes were
good-looking table lamps.
Marcella Bracchi, as "Deaf", and
Joyce Buckhout, as "Blind", received the prize as the best costumed couple. The two put on
an act all day, keeping up a constant line of shrill chatter as they
hobbled about in the guise of old
men, complete with canes and pipes.
MUCH EXCITEMENT

WILL THE FOLLOWING members of the Senor Ball Ticket Sales
Committee please meet in the
Little Theater Monday at 12:00:
Bob Leslie, Norman Thole, Dorothy Nelson, Joyce Grimsley, Ben
Fsher, Bob Liston, Barbara Woon,
Larue Sorensen, Jewel Wiseman.
Important!!

Published every school day by the Asitoclateel Student. of San Jose State Cams
Entered as second class matter at the Sao Jose Post Office
Pram of Globs Printing Co.
Colombia 435
1443 South First Strout
_
Subecription $1.011 per quarter.

Dick

Gilroy high school’s band of 80
pieces, under the direction of Ed-

COSTUMES
Such a show usually develops
from year to year until some one
with a poor sense of fitness makes
an exhibition that is objectionable,
and the system has to be abolished. That has been the experience on all campuses, and the
sooner we give up this competition
in embarrassment the better. As
a matter of fact, it has a bit of a
high schoolish flavor.

notices
LOST:
Talbot’s
Quantitative
Chemical Analysis, Mellor’s Modern Inorganic Chemistry, Hand
Book of Chemistry and Physics.
Finder please return to Al Castro.

Eighty-Piece Gilroy Hi
Band To Perform For
Tomorrow’s Assembly

Popular among concessions were
the Ero Sophian’s duck ringing
booth, the S.G.O.’s very wet shooting affair, the A.P.O.’s soft drink
counter, and darts at balloons by
D.T.O.
One of the outstanding attractions throughout the afternoon was
the continuous performance of
"Mrs. Astor’s Horse, or From
Rags to Riches", with Mr. Robert
Gitler, Miss Caroline Berry, Bela’
Maxwell, and others in the cast.
Spectators were privileged to ’hiss
the villain and kiss the heroine
in this popular production.
At eight o’clock Frances Cuenin’s razz edition, "The Vinegar
Jug", appeared, and was immediately snapped up by Sparta’s
thirsty scandal hounds. Selling at
five cents a copy, "The Vinegar
Jug" is still available to those desirous of getting on the inside. A
limited quantity is on sale in the
Publications’ office.
Great satisfaction was expressed
over the free feed at 5 o’clock,
when football - game spectators
milled around to refuel.
The Men’s gym, streamer-bedecked and gay with balloons, was
crowded to capacity with dancers
desirous of cavorting to the accompaniment of Con Smith’s orchestra.
GENERAL SUCCESS
All in all, the 1936 Spardi Gras
was hugely successful, and well
worth the time and energy expended on it by numerous committees. Members of the Revelries
east rehearsed till late Thursday
night, and the construction committee hammered in the quad far
Into the same evening.
Bob Schnabel was general chairman for the Carnival, and Rantiolph Fitts was director of the
Revelries. Don Walker, Jack Gruber, Warren Tormey, and myriads
of other students were instrumental in preparations for the
carnival, while Bob Fisher and Ed
Wetterstrom assisted largely with
the Revelries.

"Well." he said truculently,
"in the second place I was looking for something. and in the
third place it’s none of your
business, and in the fourth"

"I’m doing a masked
shut?.
man act. I blow a man
oatis
the force of my breath"
"Yes, strong breath. Go on.

"Wait a minute. You haven’t
mentioned your first place yet."
"Oh." He looked a little crestfallen. "Well, you see, I was so
terribly frightened. Yesterday I
killed a nobleman for blue blood
with which to write my last poison-pen letter, and today I received another one, also written
in blue blood, and even worded
in my own style. I’m afraid I’m a
goner."
""There surely must be some explanation. Have you done anything
toward finding out who might be
sending them to you?"
"Not really. I thought of consulting an oracle."
"Better not. You might get one
of those oracular answers. Let me
see the letter." He handed it over,
and I inspected it.
"You say you disguised your
handwriting when you wrote your
letters? Let me see a sample of
your disguised handwriting."
He hurriedly dashed off a threat
in the bestrKallikak-Jukian manner, and gave it to me, whereupon

(Editor’s note--I)
"And I kick a marble
dake
to pieces with my bare
eat*
"Uh-huh, strong feet. But al
do the thing masked, now
het
you no longer have anything to
fear?"

"Oh, rm not doing this
fame. I don’t want people to t.
member me as a strong
When you go down the con
people will point and say, Who
that?’ and someone will answer
’Why, that’s Raymond W
the campus cake-eater.’ Then lb
will ask, ’And who is that
being by his side?’ Do I
them to say, ’That is Joe
Kallikak-Juke, the famous
man.’ Of course not. Let them remember the strong man in
show, not as the famous Mardi
Juke, but merely as a mighty
mass of muscles, a great big law
tiful body."

Refrigerator
Revelries Performance Model
Car Now On Exhibit
Pleases Audience
A model refrigerator car valued
(Continued from Aviv Our)
followed the slow rhythm of the
line girls, accompanied by weird
singing of the girls’ trio. A faster
tempo ensued with the entrance
of Looms Forrest, singing "Harlem
Rhythm," later joined in dancing
by the line girls in the culmination of the unit fast, hotcha
rhythm.
SPECIALTY DANCES
Outstanding were the dance exhibitions by Renee Peterson, tap
star in the cabaret scene; Marcella Bracchi, "educating your
feet" atop a table; Mile. ZeeZee
(impersonated by Joyce Buck bout); and a waltz and tango by
the Gordon-Montgomery team. The
waltz was especially beautiful for
its pageantry, having the line girls
in white chiffon, tableax arrangement in the background. Roderick
Mount as Tizzie Lish was a riot of
quips and "fasties."
"Blackout," a take -off skit on
the faculty, starred ,Myer Ziegler
as the had little boy, Bob Doerr
as the psychologist, Sam Taormina as a reporter. Victor Carlock as the bad boy’s parent, and
Gall Harbaugh as the nurse. Other
skits were Jim Bailey and Jean
Holloway as George Burns and
Gracie Allen, Paul Becker and
Tom Gifford as "Rub and Dub";
and a variety of Halley-deDiego
acts.
The finale scene, with the entire
cast arranged in the background,
and Gail Harbaugh singing "I’m
Gonna Hang My Hat on the Horn

at $1,000 will be on display
this week in the lecture room of
the Industrial Arts department
announced Dr. Heber A. Sot&
Friday.
Made by the American Cu
Company, the refrigerator is but
or
with every detail as a regular:
Aso.
that is used in the service.
Rucker.
plained by Mr. M. L
the
agent of the Railway Express.
hold ei
"ice bunkers" in the car
of Ot
the average 6,000 pounds
hold the
each. Floor racks, which
case of
fruit above the floor in
ice, 810
the
from
seepage
any
allow for ventilation.
t.

Notice

THANKS ti
MY SINCEREST
000
the following people whose
the
tion made possible
Revelries of ’36:
stage crew:
To all the cast and
bits aliod
to the extras whose tiny evident:
was
for more work than
San Jose
to Mr. Gillis and the
to hi,
Players for equipment;
art elan Irr
John French and his
Jeseldi
settings; to Mrs. Virginia
to our ’P0’
for choreography; and
Barflel,
ial guestsMiss Lee
Renee pee
Rod Mount and Miss
toward,
son who gladly contributed
show; to 0
the success of the
arranged
Fisher, whose classes
and to Ed
music for the show;
it
assistance
Wetterstrom, for his
skits.
directing and casting
Randy Pit’
nothing SOt
of the Moon," was
of spectacular.
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6 Spartan Sluggers Ready For State Championships
f
01.
I said disgusted!!
newer. You
hare
Your sham n
best pen,* in 0.4
ave been
mailing
Yourself,.
ittle uncornfonas
under his brass
Idn’t expect ne to
handwriting tf
could you, pc.
;1’at load off Inc

.What I sloe
Oat now I ce,
IY act in the Spare
ear."
sort of act can

Foreign Legion Cops Football
J. LEATHER
RIBBARD CREW SCORES’PUSHERS
END
ONE POINT VICTORY IN STIFF TRAINING
PARDI GRAS CONTEST
C

14-5 Final Summary IT.r rosh
Wallop
Of State Holiday
Grid Classic
Agnew After

Trio Of Trys

Points reigned supreme in
Fria masked sees. tee afternoon’s Spardi Gras footw a man over* ell classic, and the "Foreign
Legion" came through to nose Third
IY breath.
"Quad -Boys" and the
breath. Go on.’ sit the
%Rallies" by a score of 7 to
5 respectively for the latter
( a marble state land
teams.
I
my bare ant"
BEAT "QUA D - BOY S"
Proving that the third time is
ong feet. But why
Dffebed by Bill Hubbard and his a charm, the San Jose State colmasked, now tha
sant Gil Bishop, the "Foreign lege freshman baseball team dehave anything to
Legion" took advantage of enough feated the Agnew nine by a score
breaks to win their 20 minutes of 7-5 Wednesday afternoon on
play from the favored "Quad- !the latter’s home diamond.
Boys" by a close 31.-2 score and I
Leading from the first inning,
t doing this
hen go on and pile up enough
rant people to is. phits against the Portalites to cop the yearlings batted in several
, runs during the first half of the
a a strong rum be game.
last inning and held their lead for
down the corn
The DeGrooters and "Pappy’sia victory.
it and say, ’Who
of the Portal -Tony
With Olson pitching and Tony
ieone will was
Medici clan went on the program
Nasimento behind the plate, the
laymond Wake.
tat and with "Bull" Lewis doing
Agnew squad was unable to col s-eater.’ Then lb
led of the ball -packing, kicking,
lect more than half a dozen good,
ho is that den
ad passing, managed to out-point
clean basehlts.
side" Do I
,
margin.
a
4-1
he red-shirts by
That is Joe F.,
During the last part of the
Cleaner charging line play by ;
the famous at
game, Franny Pura hurled for
he blue-clad "Quad-Boys" enabled
not. Let then re.
the Spartans. The Agnew men
heir backs to make most of the
rong man in the
found him just as hard to hit
?adage, while alert backfield defamous Kallikakas Olson and not more than three
hue play gobbled up a majority
sly as a mighty
runs came in.
lithe passes thrown their way.
a great big hew
At the bat, Pura hit a home
LEWIS STARS
Lewis got away for a nice run !run and Hughes sent out two good
:the opening quarter to make singles. Other Blacow men who
good chuck of yardage, but the. turned in fine baseball included
hrtalites kept Glenn DuBose Heigel, third; Smith, centerfield;

Time Is Charm
As Spartan Babes
Win 7-5

two

rigerator
On Exhibit

peeking away to make the game.
hr from one-sided.
In the second period, the "LeNonaires" were a surprise team
ad almost got away on the first
;by when Stone threw a long
ember which just missed connecte American Car g with Owen Collins.
CLOSE
sfrigerator is butt
I as a MN& Pit From then on, it was nip and
lob,with the gold -equipped Hubhe service. AS
Racket
M. L
iWay Express, the
Cl
the car hold
ice
00 pounds of
the
a which bold
floor in ow of
sko
!nh the ice,
tion.
--w

;erator car valued
be on display
e lecture room of
Arts departmeM
Heber A. Soteu

and PavionL
hardites getting enough yardage
on passes and fumbles to gain
their slight edge. Again it was
Lewis doing most of the ballcarrying for DeGroot’s team, with
Martin, Wattenbarger and Hamlow in the line rivaling Price,
, Drexel, Daily, McPherson, Stone,
Rirlens and Company of the gold-

tice

"Bull" Lewis,
junior fullback,
who carried most
of the load for
DeGroot’s
’Quad Boys" in
annual Spardi
Gras contest
Friday.
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Boxing Team

Notices

Twenty-six Spartan boxers will
close a hard three -week’s training
period today in preparation for the
California state and novice championships which begin Wednesday
evening in the Dreamland auditorham in San Francisco.
Led by Captain Benny Melzer,
P.A.A. junior champion, seven San
Jose boxers are scheduled to battle
for state championship honors in
the three night meet.
Melzer and Paul Tara, the latter
a semi-finalist in the
junior
tourney, will be among the favorites to finish near the top in the
speedy 135-pound class. Melzer,
already established in the eyes of
the city fans, is considered the
battler most likely to step in where
Earl Booker, flashy Negro boxer
and long-time scourge of the aspiring lightweights, has left off.
BOOKER MAY BOX
Booker is reported to have
turned professional but don’t be
too surprised to see Booker and
one of the San Jose lightweights
meeting in the finals of that
division.
Tara, whose bobbing tactics
make him an exceptionally tough
man to tag with a hard punch,
ranks only a little behind the Spartan leader may be one of the
big surprises of the tourney.
Bob Harris, lanky Los Gatos
lad, is set to climb through the
ropes and give the opposing welterweights some real trouble. Having
worked harder than ever before
for this tourney, Harris is slated
to be in his top condition. Harris
is a greatly improved scrapper
now, as will be attested to by

1936

Rotholtz Elected
Honorary Leader
For Racket Season

*

*
THE FOLLOWING may receive
their X-ray reports by calling at *
the Health office:
Maude Ish
George Rotholtz, roly-poly
Kenneth Brown
number two player during
Howard Burns
the Just completed tennis
Ruth Saury
season, was elected honorary
Rosalie Manina
1936 captain at a banquet of
Helen Mitchell
the varsity and freshman
David Powell
teams Wednesday evening.
Lillian Radivoj
At the same time, Ed HarMary Stefan
per, yearling ace this year, *
Dorothy Strickler
was elected to lead next
Dorothy Vail
year’s varsity.
Edith West
!********Sof SS*** owns SSW a S*4
Elizabeth McFadden.
white
LOST:
A
black and
Sheaffer pencil. Finder please re turn to 465 South Sixth. Reward.
J. N. Ponder.
those who witnessed his bouts in
the Pacific Coast intercollegiate in
April.
Charley Boggs, a miniature Gene
Tunney, according to one out-oftown paper, will be one-half of
San Jose’s representation in the
middleweight division. Boggs, with
a surprisingly efficient left hand,’
although not yet in the best of condition, should cause a lot of trouble
for other 160 -pounders with state
championship aspirants.

shirts.
LONG PASS
The final canto found the Hub
bard team building up a big lead
on the Portal team, getting down
to the 12 yard line before bogging
down. At this point, with a minute
left in the game, Glenn DuBose
threw a 30 yard pass to Etob Wing
that almost piled up enough yardage to bring the "Hill-Billies"
back into the running.
Bob Stone garnered most of the
glory in this quarter, with backs
Manoogian, Peach, and Collins
sharing the rest of the burden.
Stone did the large share of balland
kicking
besides
packing,
throwing passes.
DU BOSE
DuBose in the Portal backfield
was the key-man in the "Moantaineer" attack and the Hubbardites kept most of their defense
set upon the big ex-guard. In the
line, Berry, Wing, Hudson, and
Ferreira turned in yeoman work
With the pony "Hill -Billy" backs.
Slingluff and Rocchi holding down
fashion,
the left -half spot in good
BIG HOUSE
The game was attended by a
the
crowd of nearly 3000 people,
bleachers being crowded to capespectators
city and hundreds of
that
thronging in the shady spots
lined the gridiron.
Practice is not scheduled for
to give
this week, DeGroot decided
football
the boys a rest from the
their
angle and a workout on
studies.

Tilt

,

LOST: A whte coat sweater,
Please return to Lost and Found.
Thank you.

Its ROOS for
WALK-OVERS
row
PICTURE
FOR SPRING IS

INDIANAN BETTER
Shelby Ryan, at first reported
to be out of the tournament because of illness, has resumed training and unless something serious
happens, will be another Spartan
entrant. The hard-socking Indianan’s loss would indeed hurt San
Jose’s chances in the state COM petition. Ryan’s experience and
improving right hand should make
him one of the outstanding men
in either the welterweight or
middle division.
Stan Griffin, State’s second Jun.
icor champion, will be one of the
favorites to cop the lightheavy
crown. In good shape, "the giant killer" is expected to lend a boxing
lesson to several unsuspecting
lightheavies.
Byron Lanphear, clowning 175 pound mauler, will supplement
Griffin in this division. Lack of
condition may hurt Lanphear’s
chances. It seems that spring turns
his thoughts to things other than
boxing. The "funny one" might
get by in good shape if he will
just forget to hold his dazed opponent up. Lanphear has lost two
important fights this year because
of his failure to let his foe drop
when he had hurt him.

TfiE CAMPUS OXFORD
IN W4-1ITE BUCK
WITH CQEPE SOLE

8,50

L
T44E S+4AWL TONGUE
OXFORD IN W+4ITE
SUMO WIT-H CREPE
7s,cl
SOLE

TICKETS ON SALE
Tickets for the special San Jose
state section go on sale today.
With the ’price down to 40 cents
for main floor seats, many State
students are expected to follow
Coach DeWitt Portal’s aggregation
to the city in their most important
meet of the season. Tickets may he
obtained from either Dick Ed monds or Martin Smith.
San Jose’s novice team, 18 stronr
has already been established a
one of the leading favorites by S:s!
Francisco papers, probably becaus,
of the showing of Portal’s Piny!,
team in their first big tourney.

GENUINE WHiTE BUCK,
PRIDE OF THE CAMPU S,
CREPE SOLE
$875

Paregrurs
ir
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NEW BOOKS ON ART, BIOGRAPHY
AND
Sixteen Original its Pi Omegas Elect POLITICS
ADDED TO LIBRARY
STAC
KS
Isenberger Head
Included In Revelries ! Frat Backs Jones, New

New books added to the library 1920; Neutrality; s w
aster&
The Consumer’s
cooperative
Altsehiller, Court, Nathan, Art anent.

May 14, 1936, are as follows:

Lee Barnes, Genny Hoaglan, Warble Lyrics Of
Bouret Song Cycle; Lorraine Callander,
Gordon, Star In -Lady With Past"

Prexy For Council

and Mathematics; George Berkeley,

B. Raul), Education
and
Italy In The Making. 1846-48; Al - Ized Interests in
America.
Melvin Isenberger, candidate for
Eflographers;
Great
bert Britt, The
Stratton, International
the 1936-37 student council, was
Delusions:
Melbert B. Cary, Modern Alpha- W. Waugh, History
of Europe
elected president of Pi Omega Pi, beta; Clemens, Representative Selfrom
1378-1494; Elizabeth
Woodward
national honorary fraternity in ections; William S. Davis, Short Personality
Preferred! ; J. it %or.
!History of the Near East; A. W. fen, Nationalism
commerce, Thursday night at
in M
Flo.
Dulim, Can We Be Neutral?; I land; Edward W.
picnic in Alum Rock.
Bakke, law.
Foreign Policy association, Dic- awe or Dole; Mildred
The fraternity pledged its suptatorship; Foreign Policy associa- Byne, Popular Weaving (Stap)eh
and 4,
port to Isenberger and Alberta tion, Peace in Party Platforms, broidery
in Spain; Frank 0.
Du.
Jones for membership in the counVail,
Popular disturbances
Daniel W. Hoan, City Governand
cil, basing their platform on the ment; H. Jerome, Pride and Preju- Public Disorder in Regency
gq.
claim that two commerce majors dice; D. Jordan, Europe and Amer- land; Handbook of N.R.A.
ican Civil War; J. Krona, Short
Otto R. Hanammer, Art of
would be a valuable asset in handl3100
History of Czechoslovakia; Ruth Cutting; Mildred L.
Hansel*,
ing business and financial affairs
de Forrest Lamb, American Cham- From Canoe to Steel
Barge et
of the associated students.
ber of horrors; Lorvenstein-Scharf- the Upper Mississippi; Bassi
Henry
Abandoning their usual air of fenck, H., Tragedy of a Nation: Liddell Hart, Ghost of
Na I ,
1918-34;
Mrs.
N.
Germany
Hudson
Robert
B.
Morvat, Intematkeil
business efficiency and dignity for
Moore, Old Glass, European and Relations; Robert B. Morvat.
few hours, members of the fratAmerican; R. B. Mowat, Contemp- lomacy and Peace;
Reginald &
ernity enjoyed a picnic in honor of
orary Europe and Oveaeas, 1899- Ward, Maximilien Robespierre
1
their new members, Miss Marie

left Rule My Heart" on the map persongs
original
Sixteen
Sparta bumming Friday night af- manently, so far as San Jose State
is concerned.
ter the last curtain had fallen on
Gordon’s
"Harlem
Rhythm,"
the 1936 ReveLries. Displaying all
featured in the opening unit of
the various qualities that comprise
the show, received more varied ina "hit," the tunes were presented
terpretation than any other song.
through the medium of talented
Sung simultaneously in three difsingers, dancers, and the sophisferent keys by the girl’s trio while
ticated music of Carmen Dragon’s
the line danced a primitive routband.
ine, it was picked up by Leona
"Summer Stars," a typical Gil Forrest and
hot-cha’d off sumwas
number,
waltz
Bishop
marily; then used as rhythm for
smoothly sung by Sparta’s famous the "Hats and Cane"
number conmale quartet composed of Ray cluding the dance
routine. The
Ruf, Carlton Lindgren, Harry music accompanying the GordonHarter, and Willard LeCroy. The Montgomery tango was
also his
noted athlete-student body off leer- own, while the waltz for
Mlle.
writer also penned the finale song, ZeeZee’s fan dance was composed
"I’m Gonna Hang My Hat on the by Fitts again.
Curtis, Alberta Jones, Helen HohHorn of the Moon," done with
"There Is No Other Word For meyer, Rifle Berry.
enthusiasm by Gail Harbaugh, one
Love." a particularly catchy song
Other
officers
elected
were
of the line girls. The lyric for this
by Margaret Davenport and MarFrances
Mraz,
vice-president;
song was composed by Alice Partha Welty, was sung to perfection Helen
Hohmeyer, secretary; Anita
rish, who also authored the words
by Joe Ftapose, another versatile
Mandala, treasurer; Loren Wann,
to "I’ve Said Goodbye to Dreams."
athlete. Rapose’s delightful singhistorian; and Eine Berry, reThe latter song, beautifully rening personality carried over bounporter.
dered by a girl’s trio, Elree Fertifully to the appreciative audiPlana were also completed for
guson, Bruce Wilbur, and Gerence.
trude Denny, was written by
taking charge of the ticket booth
Carmen Dragon featured, in addirector Randy Fitts. Attired in
in the quad Spardi Gras day. The
dition to these songs, his own
attractive white formals, the girls
next meeting will be held at the
arrangement of "Stardust," and
made a striking appearance.
an original number written es- home of Helen Hohmeyer on
June 4.
Interesting for the fact that it pecially for the 1936 Revelries.
brought together the prize-winMany of Sparta’s song creators
ning songs of 1934, ’35, and ’36, have in the past years
attracted
all by the same student-composer, noteworthy attention from leading
ELECTION BOARD
was Emile Bouret’s song cycle. bay city orchestras, and it is exSCHEDULE
outstanding pected that 1936 will be no exThe cycle
for featuring the return appear- ception. Bob Fisher, arranger for
MORNINGance of Lee Barnes, who sang Jimmy Grier’s band, was respon8.10Vivian Erickson,
Bouret’s "Cross Your Fingers" last sible for much of the harmony for
8-10--Beatrice Cilker.
year. "By Myself," the 1935 win- the Revelries music.
8-95Jerry Girdner.
ner, was done by Genevieve Hoag -

a

a

Sis

was also

Ian, who also sang "With Someone
Like You," the 1936 offering. Her
voice blended extremely well with
Dragon’s orchestra, and, attired
in peach chiffon, she made a
pleasing stage appearance. Miss
Barnes was her usual clowning
self, formal gown or no formal
gown. Bouret is pianist for the
Dragon band, and accompanied
Miss Hoaglan’s first number, playing a solo chorus beforehand.
Another of Director Fitts’ voluminous repertoire of tunes was
"Educate Your Feet," sung and
demonstrated by Marcella Bracchi,
outstanding campus tap artist,
who performed on a table. Choosing to culminate her dance with a
perilous jump-split rather than
take a chance on sliding off the
row of chairs placed there for
that purpose, Miss Bracchl was a
shining example of self-taught
proficiency.
"Just a Little Gift From Me,"
also by Fitts, was pleasingly interpreted by Tom Gifford and Paul
Becker in their entertaining comedy sketch. His "Lady With A
Past" was interpreted with deep
feeling by Lorraine Callander, as
the masked countess in the cabaret
scene. Possessed of a beautiful
"voice with a tear," Miss Calander
was one of the singing stars of
the entire show.
Evelyn Pieri, following in the
footsteps of her versatile slater,
Elvirn, was a riot in her interpretation of "My Plcadoro," a burlesque song and dance. She appeared in a flame-colored gown,
later enhanced by a varicolored
shawl and Spanish hat.
Elree Ferguson and Ray Sherwin, aided by the line girls in an
attractive tableaux setting, sang
’Tm Living Just For You," a BIB
Gordon song for the waltz unit.
Burt Watson, prominent athletecrooner, put Myer Zlegler’s "You

New York Bureau
Offers Lit Prizes
,
Six prizes of $500 each are being
offered to under-graduates and
recent graduate student’s of American or Canadian colleges for the
best six plays submitted to the
Bureau of New Plays of New
York, Inc., before October 31,
1936.
The awards will be given in the
following fields: the best play of
human relations, either a comedy
or drama, on a romantic or domestic theme; the best play on a
social theme; the best melodrama;
the best farce; the best satiric
play; and the best character pilay,
modern or historic.
For application blanks and detailed information interested students may write to the Bureau of
New Plays, 1270 Sixth avenue,
New York city. Further information may also be secured in room
seven of the college.

9-10Harold Randle.
(relieve Girdner)
10-11 --Cecil McDonald.
(relieve Randle)
10-11Harold Kibby.
(relieve Cilker)
10-12:30Jane Blair.
(relieve Erickson)
11 -12:30--George Kifer.
(relieve Kibby)
11 -1 --Steve Hosa.
(relieve McDonald)
AFTERNOON12:30-3Elizabeth
son. (relieve Blair)

Simp-

12:30-2Jewel Wiseman.
(relieve Kifer)
1-3Harold Randle.
(relieve Hosa)
2-4Marion Cilker.
(relieve Wiseman)
3 -4--Jewel Wiseman.
(relieve Simpson)
3 -4--Cecil McDonald.
(relieve Randle)

FINE FOOD

Associated Students
SAMPLE BALLOT -Mark Ballot with Rubber Stamp In Square provided after
name of candidate.

VOTE FOR SEVEN CANDIDATES

Luke Argilla
Jim Bailey
Paul Becker
Keith Biilem
Bruce Daily
John Diehl
Bob Doerr
Bob Furderer
Gene Gear
Jack Gruber
Barbara Harkey
Melvin Isenberger
Alberta Jones
Ben Melzer
Robert Rector
Jack Reynolds
Ray Ruf
Martha Sayre
Bob Schnabel
Cal Sides
Jewel Spangler
Alder Thurman
Bill Thurlow
Warren Tormey
Roger Troutner
Don Walker
Raymond Wallace
Jim Welch
Alice Wilson
Harold Wise

(I)
(a)
(3)
(4)
(3)
(6)
(7)

()D
(9) 0
(10) 0
(II) 0
(i1) 0
(13) 0
(14) 0
(15) 0

(x6) 0
(’7) 0
(a) 0

(’9)

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(as)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)

Fold Ballot to Dotted Line

WEST PRICES -EVE

AY

’FRAnce

...3 COMPLETE MARKETS...

Franco’s No. 1
Fifth & Santa Clara Streets

8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

WE GIVE

rant;o’s
Thirteenth & Washington Sts.

8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Franco’s No. 3
Hester Market
r’’Or)

A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

;141/" GREEN STAMPS

0
0

0
0
0
El
0
0

0
0

